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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE STABILITY OF JETTISONED 

NOSE SECTIONS OF THE D-55Ö AIRPLANE - PEASES I AND II 

By Stanley H. Scher 

SUMMARY 

An investigation of the stability of models of the jettisonable nose 
sections of the D-558 airplanes, Phase I and Phase II, has "been conducted 
in the Langley 20—foot free—spinning tunnel. The effects of center—of— 
gravity location and of stabilizing fins of various sizes were determined. 
Brief tests were also made to determine the effects of covering the air- 
duct openings on the Phase I model and of opening stabilizing parachutes 
on the Phase II model. Inoluded in the report.are the results of additional 

free—spinning—tunnel tests which were made on a —— scale model of a nose 

section of the RM—11 missile, which is a test vehicle that the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics plans to use in investigating some of 
the high—speed aspects of the nose—Jettison problem. 

Both of the D—558 model nose sections tumbled end over end about an 
approximately horizontal axis. The installation of suitable stabilizing 
fins on each model, together with sufficient forward location of the. center 
of gravity, prevented the tumbling motion and caused the model to damp any 
applied rotation and to descend in a stable nose—down attitude. The test 
results obtained with the model of the RM—11 nose indicated similar 
favorable effects of forward center—of—gravity locations and of installing 
stabilizing fins. 

INTRODUCTION 

The NACA is conducting an investigation of the problem of safe 
pilot escape from the Douglas D-558 airplanes. Because of the danger 
associated with jumping from an airplane at high speeds, it is planned 
that, if it should become necessary, the pilot would escape from the airplane 
by Jettisoning the complete nose of the airplane with a break—away point 
Just aft of the pilot. After this nose section had decelerated to a safe 
airspeed, the pilot -would leave the nose section and open his personal 
parachute for a normal emergency landing. In order to obtain data on the 
low—speed stability and motion of the nose section when it is falling 

rnfflnflUBHTTfiT ' 
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freely, an investigation has "been undertaken in the Langley 20—foot 

free—spinning tunnel with a -~h —scale model of the D—558, Phase I, nose 

section and a TTJ — scale model of the Phase II nose section. In the 

investigation means for stabilizing the nose section were studied. The 
results of this Investigation are presented herein.  In addition, for 
comparison with the D—558 test results, data are also presented from an 

investigation in the free-spinning tunnel with a — — scale model of the 

Jettisonable nose section of the EM—11 missile to determine means for 
stahilizing it at low.speed. The EM—11 missile is being used by the NACA 
as a test vehicle in a study of the high-speed aspects of the nose- 
jettison problem. 

In the tests, the models simulated the respective nose sections during 
their descent toward the ground, after having been Jettisoned from and 
having cleared the remaining structural parts of the aircraft. The tests 
Included dropping the models at various attitudes into the vertically 
rising air stream as well as launching the models at various attitudes 
with rotation applied about a vertical (spin) axis or about a horizontal 
(tumbling) axis. The effects on stability of moving the center of gravity 
forward and of Installing fins oh the models.were investigated. Brief- 
tests were made in which the air-duct openings of the Phase I model were 
covered, and brief tests were also made in which stabilizing parachutes 
were attached to the Phase II model. The drag coefficients of the D-558 nose 
models at 0° angle of attack were determined from drag measurements made on 
a strain—gage balance mounted in the tunnel, and from the results of these 
tests the terminal velocity of each airplane nose section when in a stable 
nose-down attitude was estimated. 

STMBOIS 

L length of nose section (all fractions of this distance 
are measured from the front end of nose section) 

Ij, Iy, Iz   full-scale values of moments of Inertia about X (longitudinal), 
Y (lateral), and Z (normal) body axes, respectively, 
slug—feet^ 

cD drag coefficient of nose section /ffi*äff\ 

p air density, slugs per cubic foot 

V airspeed, feet per second 

F projected frontal area of nose sectlqn, square feet 
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Vrp full-scale terminal velocity of nose section, feet per 

second 

(l OQPFJ 

W full—scale weight of nose section, pounds 

APPARATUS AND METHODS 

Models 

A- jj— scale model of the Jettisonable nose section of the D—558 air- 

plane, Phase I, a ——scale model of the Jettisonable noBe section of 

the D-558 airplane, Phase H, and a 75-— scale model of the jettisonahle 

nose section of the EM—11 test vehicle were constructed and prepared for 
testing at the Langley laboratory. Photographs of the D-558 models are 
shown as figures 1 and 2, and dimensional sketches are shown in figures 3 
and k.    The various fins tested on the D-^58 models are shown In figures 5 
and 6. A sketch of the model of the nose section of the EM—11 test vehicle 
showing the fins tested on the model is shown in figure 7. The stabilizing 
parachutes tested on the D-558, Phase H, model were the "box typeB shown 
in figures 8 and 9 as well as the ordinary flat type. 

The D-558 models were ballasted with lead weights to approximate 
dynamic similarity to the nose sections of the respective airplanes at an 
altitude of 15,000 feet (p = 0.001^96 slug per cubic foot). The weight 
and center-of-gravity locations for the original loadings of the D-558 nose 
sections were obtained from data furnished by the contractor. Based on 
the weight and center—of—gravity locations and on preliminary moment—of— 
inertia information which had also been furnished by the contractor, the 
moments of inertia of the D—558 models as tested are believed to have been 
such that the airplane nose sections were adequately represented for the 
purpose of the present tests. 

For the EM—11 nose tests, the primary purpose was to determine the fin 
area and the center—of-gravlty location necessary for stable descent, and 
no attempt was made to "ballast the model for any particular moment—of— 
inertia distribution. The weight and center—of—gravity location, however, 
were determined for each test condition. The measured weights as determined 
were assumed to correspond to a test altitude of 15,000 feet, and the 
corresponding full—scale EM—11 nose section weights at sea level were then 
determined. 
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Wind Tunnel and Testing Technique 

The model tests were performed in the Langley 20—foot free-spinning 
tunnel, the operation of which is, in general, similar to that described 
in reference 1 for the Langley 15—foot free—spinning tunnel, exoept that 
models are now launched into the vertically rising air stream by hand 
rather than from a spindle. A photograph which shows the test section 
of the Langley 20—foot free-spinning tunnel with a typical spin—tunnel 
airplane model spinning in the tunnel is shown as figure 10. The tests 
included free-drop tests, in which the model was held at attitudes which 
ranged from 0° angle of attack (tip of nose pointed vertically down) to 
l80° angle of attack (tip of nose pointed vertically up) and was simply 
released into the tunnel, and tests in which the model was launched from 
the same attitudes with applied spinning rotation about a vertical axis 
or tumbling rotation about a horizontal axis. 

For the parachute tests, the D-55&* Phase H, nose section model 
was released into the air stream with the open parachute attached. In 
addition, for those tests in which flat—type parachutes were used, "brief 
tests were made in which the parachute was packed on the hack surface of 
the model and opened while the model was tumbling in descent. 

The drag measurements on the D—55Ö models were made in order to 
determine the nose-down rate of descent of each airplane nose section at 
terminal velocity. The terminal velocity could not he determined through 
free-drop tests "because in a stähle nose-down attitude the terminal velocity 
of these models exceeded the maximum airspeed of the tunnel. For the drag 
measurement tests, the models were mounted on a strain—gage "balance at 
0° angle of attack to the air stream. 

For all the free—flight tests, ohservations were made of the motions 
and rate of descent of the model. Motion pictures were also taken of the 
free model. All the values of rates of rotation and rates of descent as 
presented in this paper have "been converted to full—scale values for the 
nose sections at an altitude of 15,000 feet. 

TEST CONDITIONS 

The mass characteristics of the D—558 models for the loadings tested 
are presented in tables I and II. The accuracy of measuring the weight 
and mass distrihution of the models is believed to he within the following 
limits: 

Weight, percent   ±1 
Center—of—gravity location, inch ±0.01 
Moments of inertia, percent  . ±5 
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The loading and fin arrangements tested on the D-558 models are 
presented in tahles III and IV. The center of gravity, weight,- and fin 
arrangements tested on the RM-11 model are presented in tahle V. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

D-558 Airplane Nose Section Models 

Original loading, no fins.— The results of the tests made with the 
D-558 nose section models are presented in tahles HI and IV. "When either 
the Phase I or the Phase II nose section model in its original loading 
with no fins was launohed for the free-drop tests, it usually went immedi- 
ately into a tumbling motion although sometimes it floated for a few 
seconds in its initial attitude "before going into the tumbling motion. 
When launched with applied spinning rotation, it occasionally rotated in 
a flat attitude in what appeared to he a spinning condition, but after a 
few turns this condition was damped and the tumbling motion "began. Whei 
launched with applied tumbling rotation, the model continued to tumble. 
The Phase H model in its original configuration is shown tumbling in the 
moving—picture strips in figure 11. 

The particular tumbling conditions ohtained during the model tests 
represent each airplane nose section while descending toward the ground 
at a relatively low speed after equilibrium has "been obtained. The full- 
scale average rates of vertical descent and of tumbling rotation were 
273 feet per second and 5«1 radians per second, respectively, for the 
Phase I nose section, and 253 feet per second and 3.6 radians per second, 
respectively, for the Phase H nose section. CD during the tumbling 
was 1.5 for the Phase I model and 1.05 for the Phase II model. For each 
nose section, the axis of the tumbling rotation appeared to he approximately 
through the center of gravity. This rotation ahout the center of gravity 
would impart to the pilot a centripetal acceleration with lines of action 
in a radial direction from the center of gravity to various parts of the 
pilot's body. At his head during a low—speed tumble this acceleration 
would be approximately 2.5g for the Phase I nose section and approxi- 
mately lg for the Phase II nose section. Assuming that the rate of tumbling 
varies directly with the speed at which the nose section travels through 
the air and that the nose section was jettisoned from the airplane at a 
high speed and went immediately into a tumbling motion, it is probahle that 
much higher acceleration forces would result which would be very dangerous 
to a man in the pilot's seat. For example, at a Mach number of 1.0 at 
15,000 feet altitude (airspeed 1060 feet per second) the Phase II nose sec- 
tion might tumble at a rate of approximately 15 radians per second, which 
would cause a centripetal force of approximately 15g at the pilot's head. 

Effect of air-duct openings.— Brief tests were made during which the 
air-duct openings of the Phase I nose section were covered and the results 
did not indicate any change in the tendency of the model to tumble while 
descending. 
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Effects of fins and center-of—gravity location.— Each model vas modi - 
fled from Its original condition by forward movements of the center of 
gravity and by the installation of various—sized stabilizing fins. The 
results of these tests are presented In tables HI and IV. For the 
Phase I model, moving the center of gravity forward from O.57IL to 0.5091 
and installing fins no. 1—2 prevented the model from tumbling and made lb 
descend in a stähle nose-down attitude (table HI). For the Phase II 
model, the same effect was achieved by moving its center of gravity for- 
ward from O.692L to O.62IH, and installing fins no. II—k  (table IV). The 
moving—picture strips in figure 12 show the Phase II model as an applied 
rotation damped out and the model subsequently descended in a stable 
nose-down attitude. 

Stabilizing -parachutes.— The results of the tests made with stabilizing 
parachutes on the D—558, Phase II, nose section model are presented 
in table VI. The results indicate the unsuitability of flat—type parachutes 
as stabilizing agents for the D-55Ö nose section. The results also indicate 
that when box—type parachutes A or B (figs. 8 and 9) with 2—foot—square 
holes cut in the 8—foot—square tops were attached to the mode] both model 
and parachute descended in a stable manner. The parachute tests were very 
brief, inasmuch as it was felt that the use of parachutes to stabilize the 
nose section Immediately after it is jettisoned from the airplane introduces 
additional problems. One problem is that the parachute may fail to 
stabilize the nose section until after dangerous tumbling has taken place. 
Another problem is that a severe parachute shock load would develop, and 
there is also a possibility of fouling of the parachute on the rest of the 
airplane before it can open fully. It was felt that adding fins and 
moving the center of gravity forward provided a more practicable means of 
preventing tumbling and stabilizing the motion of the airplane nose section. 

EM-11 Test-Vehicle Nose Section Model 

The test results presented in table V for the EM—11 nose section 
model are in general agreement with those obtained for the D-558 nose 
section models, in that they again indicate the favorable effect of for- 
ward center—of—gravity locations and of installing stabilizing fins on 
bodies simulating airplane nose sections. When the center of gravity was 
at O.58I1 and the Intermediate size fins shown in figure 7 were installed 
on the model, it descended in a stable nose-down attitude. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results of tests made in the Langley 20—foot free- 

spinning tunnel with^-jr — and jp — scale models of the JettiBonable nose 
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sections of the D-558 airplane, Phases I and H, respectively, the 
following conclusions are made regarding the stability of the D-558 air- 
plane nose sections if they are Jettisoned from the airplanes: 

1. Either nose section will tumble end over end ahout an approximately 
horizontal axis as it descends toward the earth. If the nose is Jettisoned 
while the airplane is traveling at a high rate of speed, the centripetal 
acceleration which would result from the tumbling motion might be very 
dangerous to the pilot enclosed within the nose section. 

2. The nose sections will descend in a stable nose—down attitude 
if the center of gravity is moved sufficiently forward and if suitable 
stabilizing fins are added at the "base of the nose sections. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, va. 

REFERENCE 
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TABLE I.- FULL-SCALE VALUES OF MASS CHARACTERISTICS FOE 

THE LOADING ARRANGEMENTS TESTED ON THE -i—SCALE 

MODEL OP THE JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION OP THE 

'DOUGLAS D-558, PHASE I, AIRPLANE 

Loading Weight 
(lb) 

Moments of inertia about the center 
of gravity            I 

XX 
(slug-ft2) (slug-ft2) (slug-ft2) 

Original (center 
of gravity at 
0.571L) 

Overweight 
251 lb 
(center of 
gravity at 
0.509L) 

IO76 

1327 

kS 

62 

< 

11*7 

227 

1^7 

227 
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TABLE ZT.- FULL-SCALE VALUES OF MASS CHARACTERISTICS FOR TEE 

LOADING ARRANGEMENTS TESTED ON THE -i- -SCALE MODEL 
12 

OF THE JETTISONÄBLE NOSE SECTION OF THE 

DOUGLAS D-558, PHASE H, AIRPLANE 

Loading Weight 
(ID) 

Moments of inertia ahout the center 
of gravity 

(siue-ft2) (slug-ft2) 
*z 

(slug-ft2) 

Orig1 rial (center 
of gravity at 
0.692L) 

Center of gravity 
at O.65OL 

Center of gravity 
at 0.624L 

Overweight 
148 l-b 

. (center of 
gravity at 
0.5k8L) 

Overweight 
150 It) 
(center of 
gravity at 
O.61IL) 

766 

766 

771 

91^ 

916 

33 

33 

31 

34 

35 

108 

126 

127 

187 

169 

108 

126 

127 

187 

I69 
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TABLE III.- LOADING AND FIN ARRANGEMENTS AND RESULTS OF TESTS 

OF THE ££-SCALE MODEL OF THE JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION 

OF THE D-558, PHASE I, AIRPLANE TESTED 

IK THE FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 

Loading 
Fins 

(See fig. 5.) 
Description Of motion, of model 

during descent 

Original (center 
of gravity at 
0.57110 

None Model tumbled end over end about an 
approximately horizontal axis; aver- 
age rate of descent was 273 ft/sec 
(186 mph) and average rate of tumble 
vas 5.1 radians/sec (full-scale values); 
cD = 1.5 

1-1 Model trimmed with nose at angle of 
about 20° down from horizontal and 
traveled forward across tunnel 

1-2 Do. 

Overweight 
251 113 
(center of 
gravity at 
0.509L) 

1-2 Model lost any applied rotation and 
descended in nose—down stable attitude; 
CJJ = 0.1*0, VT = approximately 
586 ft/sec (WO mph) 

"^5^ 
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TABLE IV.- LOADING AND FIN ARRANGEMENTS AND RESULTS OF TESTS OF THE 

— -SCALE MODEL OF THE JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION OF TEE D-558, 

PHASE II, AIRPLANE TESTED IN THE FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 

Loading 
Fins 

(See fig. 6.) 
Description of motion of model 

during descent 

Original (center 
of gravity at 
0.692L) 

Center of gravity 
at O.65OL 

Center of gravity 
at 0.62kl 

Overweight 
lk8  lb 
(center of 
gravity at 
0.5^) 

Original (center 
of gravity at 
0.692L) 

None 

....-do..... 

__--.cLo----- 

n-i 

Do- 

Do- 

n-2 

H-3 

Model tumbled end over end about an 
approximately horizontal ails; average 
rate of descent was 253 ft/sec 
(172.5 mph) and average rate of tumble 
was 3«62 radians/sec (full—scale values); 
CE = 1.05 

Similar to results obtained with center 
of gravity at 0.692L and no fins, except 
average rate of tumble was slightly lower 

Do. 

Model sometimes oscillated In arc of 
about ±100° from nose—down attitude; 
model sometimes tumbled 

Model sometimes tumbled, sometimes went 
briefly into an apparent flat spinning 
condition, sometimes trimmed with nose 
at angle of about 20° down from hori- 
zontal and traveled forward across tunnel 

Same as results obtained with center of 
gravity at O.692L and fins H—1; also 
model sometimes oscillated In arc of 
about ±90° from nose—down attitude 

Same as results obtained with center of 
gravity at O.692L and fins H—1; also 
model sometimes rolled about various 
model axes 

^gb^ 
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TABLE IV.- LOADING AND FIN ARRANGEMENTS AND RESULTS OF TESTS 

OF THE =•£- SCALE MODEL - Concluded 

i    Fins 
Loading      j(See flg> 6m) 

Description of motion of model 
during descent 

Original (center ; 
of gravity at 
0.692L) 

Center of gravity 
at 0.62h~L 

Center of gravity 
at O.62IH 

Overweight 
150 lh 
(center of. 
gravity at 
0.611L) 

II-4 

II-l 

II-3 

II-l* 

Model sometimes tumbled, sometimes 
trimmed with nose at angle of ahout 20° 
down from horizontal and traveled for- 
ward across tunnel; once, model descended 
In nose—down stähle attitude 

Model sometimes oscillated in arc of 
ahout ±900 from nose—down attitude; 
model sometimes trimmed with nose at 
angl e of ahout 20° down from horizontal 
and traveled forward across tunnel 

Same as results ohtained with center of 
gravity at 0.62^L and fins II—1 

Model lost any applied rotation and 
descended in nose-down stähle attitude; 
OQ = 0.25, ^"T = approximately 
520 ft/sec (35^ mph) 

Same as results ohtained with center of 
gravity at 0.62l»L and fins IlJ*-, 
except Vrp =s approximately 569 ft/sec 
(387 mph) 

"^^ 
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TABLE V.- CENTER OF GEAVITT, WEIGHT, AND FIN ARRANGEMENTS AND 

RESULTS OF TEST3 OF TTTTB i—SCALE MODEL OF Tffg JETTISONABLE 
2 

NOSE SECTION OF THE BM-11 TEST MISSILE TESTED 

UT THE FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL 

Center— 
of- 

gravity 
location. 

Weight, 
(It) 

(full-scale) 

Fins 
(See fig. 7.) 

Description of motion of model 
during descent 

0.64L 

.55L 

.h9L 

.38L 

.3IE 

• TIL 

.6kL 

.60L 

.56L 

.58L 

.60L 

2.k 

h 

7.7 

7.7 

2* 

2.k 

2.4 

2.k 

None 

—do•" 

--do— 

——do—— 

———^io ~• •• * 

2 in. x 2 in. 
x 2.83 in. 

••do — 

--do  

3.38 in. 
3.38 in. 

x If-.78 in. 

Model rolled and oscillated about 
various axes 

Do. 

Model sometimes descended in fairly 
stable nose—down attitude; model 
sometimes trimmed with nose at 
about 20° down from horizontal and 
traveled forward across tunnel, 
oooasionally making a portion of a 
turn about a vertical (tunnel) axis 

Model sometimes went into a flat spin 
(nose about 20-° down from horizontal) 
with a whipping motion; model sometimes 
descended in stable nose—down attitude 

Do. 

Model trimmed with nose at angle of 
about 20° up from horizontal and 
traveled backward across tunnel 

Model sometimes oscillated from nose—up 
300 attitude to nose-down 60° attitude 
while turning slowly about a vertical 
axis; model sometimes descended in 
stable, nose—down attitude 

Same as results obtained with center 
of gravity at O.^QL and no fins 
installed  - - 

Model descended in fairly stable nose- 
down attitude • 

Model descended in nose—down stable 
attitude Cu = 0.l6lJ before Op 

in. x 4' in. 
5.66"in* ';„ 

Do. 

. .i.: ;" vt •; * 
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TABLE VI.- RESULTS OF TESTS OF THE JETTISOHABLE HOSE SECTIOH 

OF THE D-558,  PHASE II,  AIRPLANE WITH STABILTZIHG 

PARACHUTES IH THE FKEE-6PIHHING 'lUMNffli 

[Model In. original loading; no fins installed on modelj 

Description of 
parachute 
(dimensions are 

Length 
of tow- 

Point of 
tovline 

line, ft attach- Results of tests 

full scale) (full ment on 
scale) model 

Flat; 6-ft Hi.ll Ibar Opening of parachute changed tumbling 
diameter center. rotation of model to a flat rotation 

(nose down 30° from horizontal) about 
a vertical (tunnel) axis, vith a 
periodic whipping motion as the model 
dangled from the open parachute; para- 
chute canopy rotated in a continuous 
circle aa nose section and parachute 
descended at a rate of 187 ft/sec, 
full scale 

U.O —-do — Bo. 

Flat; Ht.lt — -de.— Model slightly more stähle than vith 
10-ft 6—ft—diameter parachute 
diameter 

Box type A; 3.0 —do — Model and parachute descended in fairly 
8-ft-sq.uare stable nmrmnr at rate of llt6 ft/sec, 
top (See full scale 
fig. 8.) 

Box type A vlth 3.0 —do — Model and parachute descended in Tery 
2—ft-square stähle manner at rate of 175 ft/sec, 
hole in center full scale 
of top 

3.0 On top Model pitched gently up and down 
surface (about 50° up and 35° down) from hori- 
at O.69L zontal attitude as model and para- 

chute descended at rate of lh6  ft/sec, 
full scale 

Box type B; 5.0 Bear Model and parachute descended in rery 
8nrt-square center stable manner at rate of 187 ft/sec, 
top (See full scale 
fig. 9.) vlth 
2-ft-square 
hole in center 
of top ^£$5^ 

5.0 On top Model and parachute turned slowly in 
surface opposite directions (winding up shroud 
at O.69I lines) and descended at l*t6 ft/sec^ 1 full scale 
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Figure 1.-   Photographs of the  rj- scale model of the jettisonable 

nose section of the Douglas D-558, phase I, airplane tested in the 
free-spinning tunnel. 
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Figure 2.-   Photographs of the -—-scale model of the jettisonable 

nose section of the Douglas D-558, phase II, airplane tested in the 
free-spinning tunnel. 
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FIGURE3.-SKETCH OF THE,^-SCALE MODEL 
OF THE JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION OF 
THE DOUGLAS D-558^ PHASER AIRPLANE 
TESTED IN THE  FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL. 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 15 5HOWN  FOR THE 
ORIGINAL  LOADING   CONDITION. DIMEN- 
SIONS   ARE  FULL-SCALE   VALUES.MODEL 
AIR DUCTS ARE NOT SHOWN- 

CONFIDENTIAL 

FIGURE 4-SKETCH OF THEJ^-SCALE MODEL OF THE 
JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION OF THE DOUGLAS 
D-558,PHASED:,AIRPLANE TESTED IN THE FREE- 
SRNNING TUNNEL.CENTER OF GRAVITY IS SHOWN 

.     FOR THE ORIGINAL LOADING CONDITION    DI- 
MENSIONS  ARE FULL-SCALE VALUE5. 
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FIGURE 5,-SKETCH SHOWING FINS TESTED ON THE ^-SCALE MODEL OF THE 

JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTON OF THE DOUGLAS 0558, PHASE I, AIRPLANE, 

DIMENSIONS ARE FULL-XALE VALUES. 
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FIGURE 6,-SKETCH SHOWING VARIOUS FINS TESTED ON THE^-SCALE MODEL OF THE 

JETTISONABLE NOSE SECTION OF THE D0UGLA5 D"55§PHASE!!,AIRPLANE. 

DIMENSIONS ARE FULL-SCALE VALUES. 
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FIGURE 7. SKETCH OF THE 4-SCALE MODEL OF THE NOSE SECTION OF THE RM-ii TEST 
VEHICLE TESTED IN THE FREE-SPINNING TUNNEL.VARIOUS FINS TESTED ON THE MODEL 
ARE SHOWN. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE MODEL NALUES. 
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FIGURE 8,-SKETCH OF BOX-TVPE PARACHUTE A, USED AS STAB- 

ILIZING PARACHUTE FOR  THE,^-5CALE   MODEL  OF THE 
D-558,PHASEU,AIRPLANE NOSE  SECTION IN THE   FREE- 
SPINNING TUNNEL PARACHUTE IS SHOWN FULLY OPENED 
EIGHT SHROUD LINES AVERAGING 10.6FEET IN LENGTH WERE 
ATTACHED TO THE BOTTOM OF THE PARACHUTE AT THE 
CORNERS AND MIDWAY OF EACH SIDE.DLMENSIONS ARE 
FULL-SCALE. 
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FIGURE 9.-SKETCH  OF BOX-TYPE PARACHUTE B^ USED AS 
STABILIZING PARACHUTE FOR THE J^-SCALE MODEL OF 

THE D^SE^HASELT, AIRPLANE NOSE SECTION IN THE FREE- 
SPINNING TUNNEL.PARACHUTE  IS SHOWNJ FULLY OPENED- 
EIGHT SHROUD LINES AVERAGINGIO.3 FEET IN LENGTH WERE 
ATTACHED TO THE BOTTOM OF THE PARACHUTE AT THE COR- 
NERS AND MIDWAY OF EACH SIDE. DIMENSIONS ARE  FULL-SCALE, 
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Figure 10. - Photograph showing the test section of the Langley 20-foot 
free-spinning tunnel. A typical spin-tunnel airplane model is shown 
spinning in the tunnel. 
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Figure 11.-   Moving picture strip of tests of the  rr- scale model of 

the jettisonable nose section of the D-558, phase n, airplane in its 
original loading with no fins installed.   The model is shown tumbling 
in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. 
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Figure 11.-   Concluded. 
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Figure 12.-   Moving picture strip of tests of the  rr-scale model of 

the jettisonable nose section of the D-558, phase II, airplane with 
the center of gravity at 0.624L and fins n-4 installed.   The model 
is shown damping appliedjrotation and descending in a stable nose- 
down attitute in the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel. 
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Figure 12.-   Concluded. 
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